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The main goal for me, as an artist/writer, is to undermine all types of authorities and orthodoxies 
by adopting forms and voices that seem familiar and that we often blindly accept or pass by 
without thinking: art gallery didactics, street signs, and lately the type of vinyl lettering we 
encounter both in art galleries and in retail shops. I often make that voice seem confused, 
questioning, emotional, irrational, idiosyncratic—the way real life voices of authority actually 
are, but contrast that vulnerability with the blank neutrality and inorganic nature these voices 
often use as a disguise. I want to humanize the manufactured medium in a way that reminds 
viewers that it is not invincible. 
 
Lately I'd been thinking about how to work on a larger scale, in a way that might retain the 
general idea of wall text and interpretation, where my work has largely been situated, but also to 
ask questions about the nature of art objects vs. interpretive signage and the way in which we 
allow anonymous authorities to govern those parts of our lives to which we pay the least 
attention, and how our nonchalance can lead to dangerous political situations and the surrender 
of various freedoms, including artistic freedom. So I bought a vinyl cutting machine as a way of 
controlling as a private individual a medium we usually see used to convey collective sorts of 
messages—those from corporations or businesses out for our money.   
 
I’d been seeking out that place where art and non-art become one, where art stops “looking like 
art.” Why is it that we turn up our noses at all the artistic intent present in the visual aspects of a 
cityscape, and yet anything that finds its way into the clinical, hospital whiteness of an art gallery 
somehow commands our respect, whether or not it’s deserved? Perhaps this is essentially an 
issue of class: the gallery artist is assumed to have a certain education and pedigree, while the 
guy who made the sign for your hair stylist could be Joe Anyone off the street. People in art 
galleries like to read things on walls, and will often engage with wall text in a more visually and 
viscerally thorough and intense way than they would examine a painting. “Lengthy Statements,” 
encourages the visitor to engage with the text not just by reading, but by forcing the viewer to 
turn his or her body and move around the space in order to read the entire text, an engagement 
that “rhymes” with the desires for knowledge, to keep reading, to understand, and even to travel. 
They are coupled with “Brief Statements,” a series of gesso boards covered in vinyl and coated 
with resin, adorned with graphic phrases that satirize the circumstances of gallery art as a 
commodity, a fetish object, and a potential target of public derision. 
 
 
Gallery hours are Saturday-Sun from 12-5pm or by appointment.  
For further information and images, please visit www.Kimberly-Klark.com or contact the gallery 
at info@kimberly-klark.com 
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